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Research conducted into the processing of figurative language by aphasic patients has repeatedly 
demonstrated that such patients experience difficulties comprehending nonliteral forms of discourse 
such as metaphors, idiomatic expressions, proverbs or irony (see, for example,  Winner and Gardner 
1977, Van Lancker and Kempler 1987; Bottini et al. 1994). Many current models of figurative 
language processing emphasize the role of the suppression mechanism (Gernsbacher and Robertson 
1999), which is necessary in suppressing the contextually inappropriate literal meaning and 
constructing the figurative interpretation of a metaphorical utterance (see, for example, the graded 
salience hypothesis put forward by  Giora 1997, 1999, 2003). Recently, Papagno, Tabossi, Colombo 
and Zampetti (2004) have suggested that a dysfunction of the language suppression mechanism might 
be the major cause of problems in figurative language comprehension in aphasic patients. If the 
mechanism of suppression does not aid the language processing system in inhibiting the irrelevant 
literal meaning, comprehending figurative language becomes a difficult task, especially when 
discourse lacks pragmatic cues which might suggest a figurative reading of the idiomatic phrase. Some 
of such cues suggesting the necessity to reject the literal meaning of the idiomatic phase might be their 
ill-formedness, opaqueness, or nonliteralness. Under this proposal, while processing ill-formed, 
opaque and nonliteral idioms, the language comprehension system quickly rejects an incorrect literal 
interpretation and retrieves the idiom’s figurative meaning, thanks to the pragmatic cues boosting the 
suppression mechanism. On the other hand,  when faced with grammatically and lexically well-formed 
idioms, with a logical and coherent literal interpretation and transparent meaning, aphasic patients, 
lacking the necessary discourse cues, fail to suppress the inappropriate literal sense and experience 
difficulty in constructing the metaphorical interpretation. Furthermore, research into metaphor 
comprehension has so far shown that comprehension of novel metaphoric expressions requires more 
time than comprehension of conventional metaphoric and literal expressions in healthy people, which 
stems from the fact that it involves more cognitive effort (Coney and Lange, 2006). Although little 
research has been conducted into metaphor understanding in aphasia, the results so far have shown 
that aphasic patients perform poorly on tasks involving processing of metaphoric meanings (Gagnon et 
al. 2003, Brownell et al. 1990). Thus, it may be postulated that comprehension of novel metaphoric 
expressions, as opposed to conventional metaphoric expressions, may pose even more difficulty for 
aphasic patients. Finally, both proverb use and comprehension have been shown to remain intact in 
aphasic patients (Ulatowska et al. 2000).  

The aim of the study described in this paper is thus verifying the effect of the type of figurative trope 
on the aphasic patients’ figurative performance. In order to obtain a comprehensive examination of 
aphasic patients’ figurative language skills, a figurative language battery was prepared, consisting of 
four parts, each of which focuses on a different figurative trope (idioms, metaphors, proverbs, and 
similes), and employs different tasks (multiple choice test presented on the computer screen, 
completion of the unfinished metaphorical expression presented orally). Idiomatic expressions used in 
the figurative battery varied with regard to their well/ill-formedness, opaqueness/transparency and 
non/literalness; metaphors varied along the dimension of conventionality (conventional vs. novel) and 
structure (nominal, verbal, adjectival); whereas similes differed in the number of words following the 
comparative word as. All of the proverbs used in the test were highly familiar, as confirmed in the 
norming study conducted with a group of Polish healthy adults. The obtained results confirm the 
essential role of various dimensions of idiom and metaphor variability in influencing figurative 
language processing in aphasia. 
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